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ABSTRACT
This paper formulates an optimizing model of a small open economy
with an infinitely-lived representative household, a firm and a govern-
ment. The asset menu consists of domestic currency, non-traded bonds and
traded bonds. There is a risk-premium on traded bonds, which leads to
deviations from perfect capital mobility and UIP. Taxes are lump-sum, so
that finance by bonds and by taxation are equivalent. The model allows for
current-account and wealth dynamics. There are six versions of the model
depending on whether one assumes purchasing power parity or imperfect
substitution between home and foreign goods and on whether there is labour
market equilibrium, nominal wage rigidity or real wage rigidity. For each
of these variants, the steady-state effects of a fiscal contraction, ~one-
tary disinflation, a worsening of the supply side, an increase in the
world interest rate, and a resource discovery are discussed. The transient
effects of these policies for some of these versions are analyzed with the
aid of a"multiple shooting" algorithm.CONTENTS
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Exchange-rate overshooting models of small open economies with
highly integrated financial markets, based on Dornbusch (1976), have be-
come very popular in both the theoretical and empirical literature. For
example, Buiter and Miller (1982) use them to discuss monetary disinfla-
tion and the Medium Term Financial Strategy of the Thatcher experiment.
The models typically assume nominal wage rigidity, which is not too un-
reasonable for the U.S. For the European economies real wage rigidity may
be more relevant (e.g., Branson and Rotemberg, 1983). Real wage rigidity
can reverse the effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policy (e.g., Casas,
1975; Argy and Salop, 19~~; Sachs, 1980). In particular, under real wage
rigidity monetary policy has no real effects and a fiscal expansion leads
to an appreciation of the real exchange rate, reduces the wedge between
the producers' wage and the consumers' wage and thus increases output and
employment. Real wage rigidity also gives a more interesting role to
supply-side policies. Another important aspect of most of these models is
that they assume uncovered interest parity, which is not a good empirical
approximation. Some authors do allow for imperfect capital mobility in
overshooting models (e.g., Frenkel and Rodriquez, 1982) and find that the
exchange rate may undershoot for low degrees of capital mobility. These
extensions of the basic overshooting model are based on the flow approach
to the balance of payments and are not based on a portfolio model of in-
ternational asset holdings. Furthermore, they do not allow for current-
account and wealth dynamics (along the lines of Dornbusch and Fischer,
1980).
Another problem with this literature is that the models are ad-hoc
and are not based on satisfactory micro foundations. This means that they
suffer from the Lucas (1976) critique of econometric policy evaluation and
that the welfare gains or losses, based on gross consumers' surplus, of
policies such as monetary disinflation caruiot be obtained. Also, it is
difficult to analyse fiscal and monetary polícy mixes within these ad-hoc
(linear) models as the intertemporal budget constraints for the government
and private sector have not been carefully specified.2
The objective of this paper is to formulate an optimizing model of
a small open economy, which allows for imperfect substitutability between
home and foreign assets and allows for nominal or real wage rigidity, and
use it to discuss monetary disinflation, fiscal contraction, a worsening
of the supply-side, an increase in the world interest rate, and an antici-
pated discovery of a natural resource. Section 2 presents the basic ver-
sion of the model, which assumes purchasing power parity and discusses its
steady-state and transient properties. It is based on Turnovsky (1985) and
incorporates a stock approach to the balance of payments. The asset menu
consists of home currency, traded bonds and non-traded bonds. Section 3
extends the basic model to allow for imperfect substitution between home
and foreign goods. Section 4 uses a"multiple shooting" algorithm to ob-
tain numerical simulatíons of a monetary disinflation, fiscal contraction,
worsening of the supply-side, an increase in the world interest rate, and
the "Dutch Disease" under noninal wage rigidity, real wage rigidity or
labour market equilibrium, under purchasing power parity or imperfect
substitution between home and foreign goods, and under high or low capital
mobility. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. A small open economy with purchasing power paríty
2.1. Structure of the economy
The economy consists of a representative household, a representa-
tive firm and the government. Agents have perfect foresight, although the
variant of nominal wage rigidity presumes sluggish adjustment of the core
inflation rate. It is assumed that the economy is small, so that it can
take the foreign interest rate and foreign price level as given on the
world markets. The asset menu consists of domestic currency, non-traded
bonds issued by the home government and traded bonds issued abroad. Domes-
tic agents do not hold foreign currency. The government finances its
public sector borrowing requirement either by printing cash or by issuing
non-traded bonds. Households demand goods, traded bonds, non-traded bonds
and money and supply labour. Firms demand labour and supply goods. A1-
though the goods and all asset markets are assumed to clear instantaneous-
ly, the labour market does not clear immediately either due to nominal3
wage rigidity or due to real wage rigidity. Households are therefore
rationed in their supply of labour. The notional supply of labour is as-
sumed to be inelastic. The full-employment version of the present model
with purchasing power parity and an elastic supply of labour is discussed
in Turnovsky (1985).
The household maximizes discounted utility,
Max f e-bt[u(c,~,g) t v(m)] dt, uc, u) 0, u~ ~ 0, v" ~ 0,
c,m,b,a 0 g
(2.1)
subject to a certainty-equivalent version of the household's intertemporal
budget constraint,
m t a. b-(r-p)a ~(r~-pre)b }
} w,~ . z 4 d - c - T - pm - ( } ocb2 ) , (2 . 2 )
and tNe initial conditions, m(O) - MD~P(0), a(0) - A~~P(0) and b(0) -
E(0)B~~P(0) where
c- real consumption (C~P); C- nominal consumption,
g - real government spending,
T - real lump-sum taxes,
m- real money balances (M~P); M- nominal money balances,
a- real stock of non-traded bonds (A~P); A- nominal stock of non-traded
bonds,
4
b- real stock of traded bonds (EB ~P),
.
B- nominal stock of traded bonds denominated in foreign currency,
.L - labour; 1-,~ - leisure,
w- real wage rate (W~P), W- nominal wage rate,
z - real profits
. . s
d- real increment in wealth (EP d ~P - i~d ),
w
d- real foreign-exchange increment in wealth,
r- home nominal interest rate,
r
r- foreign nominal interest rate,
p- home inflation rate (P~P); P- home price level,
m4
. .. . .
p- foreign inflation rate (P ~P ); P- foreign price level,
e- anticipated ( and actual) rate of exchange depreciation (E~E),
E - nominal interest rate,
w
v- real exchange rate or terms of trade (P E~P),
b- home rate of time preference.
Utility is separable in real money balances and concave in c, .~, g and m.
The household's budget constraint (HBC) says that disposable income, that
is profit and labour income plus interest income on traded and non-traded
bonds minus lump-sum and inflation taxes, minus consumption equals real
savings. These real savings are invested in cash, traded bonds and non-
traded bonds. The certainty-equivalent version of the HBC also includes a
risk premium,
}ab2 where oc depends on the degree of risk aversion and the variance of
exchange risk. The supply of labour is assumed to be inelastic and is
typically rationed by the demand for labour (see Section 2.2). It is as-
sumed that the household's decision problem has an interior solution,
which is ensured when lim u- lim v' -. The first-order conditions are
c~0 c m~0
that the marginal utility
of consumption equals the marginal utility of wealth, uc - y~, that the
marginal rate of substitution between consumption and real money balances
equals the nominal interest rate, v'(m)~uc - r, that the holdings of
traded bonds are given by
w
b - (r t e - r)~a (2.3)
and that the "tilt" of the consumption function is given by
[b -(r-p)] k, lim e-bt u(t) i(t) - 0, i-m, a, b. (2.4)
t-~
The first two conditions give rise to the consumption function,
c- c(k.~.g). cu - ucc ~ C' ci --uci ucc' 1-~~ g. (2.5)
and the demand-for-money function,5
m- m(ru), m' - l~v "( 0. (2.6)
Equation (2.3) shows that holdings of traded bonds increase when the dif-
ferential between the expected return on foreign assets and the return on
home assets increases. The li~iting case oF risk neutrality, a- 0, cor-
responds to perfect capital mobility and yields the uncovered interest
~
parity condition, r-r . e. Infinite exchange risk, o:-~ m, leads to zero
capital mobility, b~ 0. This simple portfolio specification seems more
satisfactory than an approach based on capital flows (e.g., Frenkel and
Rodriquez, 1982) and has been postulated before (Driskill and McCafferty,
1980; Turnovsky and Bhandari, 1982). Equation (2.4) shows that, :ahen the
rate of time preference exceeds the real interest rate, then ceteris pari-
bus the marginal utility of wealth increases and consumption falls over
the life cycle. For example, when utility is logarithmic, it follows that
c~c -(r-p) - b and consumption is linear in wealth. In general, utílity
need not to be separable in .~ and g. For exa~ple, iF ucg ( 0, an increase
in public spending means that, for a given marginal utility of wea..h,
private consumption falls, which is an example of direct crowding out.
Similarly, if uc~ ) 0, an increase in employment leads to an increase in
private consumption, c~ ~ 0. Even if u(.) is weakly separable and there-
fore uci - 0, i-~, g, it is possible that ~ and g have direct effects on
economic welfare.
The firm maximizes profits, z- f(,L) - w.~ where f(~) is a neo-
classical production function, so that f'(~) - w and the demand for labour
is given by
~ - ~Íw), ~' - l~f " ( 0.
Labour market equilibrium ( LME) gives




where un denotes the natural rate of unemployment. Money market quilibriua
(MME) gives
m - m(3-p) (2.9)6
where 9~ M~M denotes the exogeno~~~ growth in the nominal supply of money.
There is no commercial banking system. Goods market equilibrium (GME)
gives
R
b- f(,~) - c- g t (r - p { e)b . d, (2.10)
so that the current account of the balance of payments equals the balance
of trade, i.e. the excess of home production over home absorption, plus
real interest payments on holdings of foreign debt plus the foreign-ex-
cteange increment in real wealth. Upon integration of (2.10), one obtains
the economy's intertemporal budget constraint:
0 S M
b(t) - J[c a g- f(,~) - d] exp(-j (r - p~ e)ds'}ds
t t
s „
t lim [b(s) exp(-l (r - p t e)ds')].
s-~ t
(2.10')
The economy cannot play Ponzi games with the rest of the world and can
therefore not run up an indefinite debt or credit abroad, so the second
term in (2.10') is zero. Thus today's debt is the discounted stream of the
excess of domestic production minus exogenous foreign-exchange wealth
increments over future domestic absorption. The government's budget con-
straint (GBC) is given by
á- g t(r-p)a - T- 9m. a(0) - m(0)AOIMO. (2.11)
so that government spending plus interest payments on the domestic debt
minus lump-sum taxes and seignorage revenues has to be financed by issuing
bonds. Finally, relative purchasing power parity (PPP) yields
r
P - P ' e. (2.12)
Since the HBC can de derived from the GME condition and the GBC,
the model can be summarized by equations (2.3) -(2.12). It is assumed
that the government maintains a constant stock of real bonds, a- a, by
adjusting lump-sum taxes to balance its budget, Z- g.(r-p) a- 8m. T'his7
assumption avoids the problem of an ev~r-diverging interest-bearing gov-
ernment debt. The alter-native of exogenous T and endogenous a typically
requires feedback policy rules for g, z or 9 to stabilize the government
debt (e.g., Buiter, 1986). Both these assumptions imply that the initial
jumps in a and m satisfy a(0) - m(0)A~~M~. Another assumption is that the
government can engage in an initial open market operation to ensure the
economy's transversality condition is satisfied, which means Y.hat both
a(0) and m(0) are free to jump. Note that equation (2.11) is independent
of the rest of the model, so that it does not really matter which of the
above three alternatives is chosen.
2.2. Nominal and real inertia in the labour market
Two alternatives to LME are considered: nominal wage rigidity
(NWR) and real wage rigidity (RWR). NWR corresponds to
W' p'~(1-i) t rt. S~~ ~ 0. 9") 0, lim ~(u) - m. ~(un) - o.
u~0
(2.8')
where the core or trend of inflation, rt, is either given by the monetary
growth rate, n- 8, or is a weighted average of past rates of inflation, ir
- g(p-rt), ~, ) 0. Linear versions of these augmented Phillips curves have
been used in Buiter and Miller (1982). Here (Ó(.) is nonlinear, so that
households are always rationed when they sell labour and firms are never
rationed. RWR corresponds to
W- 0(1-,~) -~, log~w~wd]. ~i ~ 0, (2.8" )
where wd denotes the desired long-run target For the real wage. RWR im-
plies complete indexation to increases in the cost of living. Equation
(2.8 ") corresponds to an error-correction mechanism of the type estimated
by Sargan (1964) and Layard and Nickell (1985). This ensures that the real
wage recovers from past disequilibria in the labour market and gradually
adjusts towards its long-run target value:
t
loB~w(t)~wd] - logLw(~)Iwd] exp(-nt) } I 0(1-,~(s)) eXp[~(s-t)] ds.
08
The extreme case of a completely rigid real wage, w- wd, corresponds to ~
~ m. The case ~, - 0 is identical to the case of NWR with "rational expec-
tations" or immediate adjustment to increases in the cost of living (~ ~ m
in the equation for the core rate of inflation, n-~(p-n)). In general,
RWR implies a long-run relationshíp between the real wage and employment,
d
viz. w - w exp
[Q(1-.~)~r~], and therefore in the long run the real wage only reaches its
target value when the unemployment rate happens to be at its natural rate.
Note that the target value of the real wage need not be consistent with
the natural rate of unemployment and profit-maximizing behaviour. Indeed,
if the desired wage is excessive, wd ~ f'(1-un), the NAIRU (or equilibrium
unemployment rate) exceeds the natural rate of unemployment. Branson and
Rotemberg (1980) argue that NWR is more relevant for the U.S., but that
RWR is more relevant for the European countries.
2.3. Steady-state properties
The steady state of the model does not depend on whether LME or
NWR prevails. In the long run the real wage adjusts until employment is at
its equilibrium level, w- f'(1-u) and Z- 1- u, where with LME or NWR
equilibrium unemployment is given by its natural rate u- un, and with RWR
u- u(wd, ~,) follows from f'(1-u) - wd exp[(b(u)~n]. Note that with RWR an
increase in the desired real wage or the flexibility of the real wage (n.~)
increases equilibrium unemployment (uwd ~ 0, u~ ( 0). Only when there is
no long-run conflict between the aspirations of workers and firms, wd -
f'(1-un), will equilibrium unemployment be at its natural rate. Long-run
inflation is entirely a monetary event, p- n- 8. The steady-sLate rate
of exchange depreciation equals the difference between home monetary
.
growth and foreign inflation, e- 9- p. The steady-state real interest
equals the pure rate of time preference, r- p- b. It is assumed, follow-
ing Turnovsky (1985), that
~ r
ó-(r - p t ab)~(1 t a)
~ f
where b is a constant, so that b- r - p under perfect capital mobility
(a - 0) and b-~ under zero capital mobility (a ~ m). This device ensures9 ~-
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~,~ (uc,~ ' `"ucc) (CO)
m b 1- 9r (ucg - ucc) (~0) 9r (uc~ ~~cc) (~0)
1) When the sign is indicated in brackets, it is derived under the
assumption11 i~ M i~
r - p - á d
0
(lta)-1 ) 0 0
(zs~-b)(it~)-1 (~ o) L
0 0
ucc(2bM-b)(1}a)-1 (~ 0) v ucc ( 0
- .
N t r ucc(2b -b) ~ rv
ucc
(1~~)~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~, ~ 0
-9rv u
la~ - 8 ~b„ ~ 0 ~„cc ( 0
of weak separability of u(c,~,g).10
that steady-state consumption is stationary under perfect capical mobility
(u~u - S-(r-p) ~ 0 as t~ m)1) and that the real interest rate is indepen-
~ ~r w
dent of the rate abroad under zero capital mobility. If r- p - ó, the
economy has in the long run a debt ( credit) with the rest of the world
when its pure rate of time preference is greater ( less) than the foreign
w .
discount rate, b-(b -b)~a -(á - b)~(1 t ~). Steady-state consumption is
given by c- f(2 - u) 4( r~ - p~) ( r; - p, -~) (1 ~ oc)-1 . vdr - g and
holdings of real ~oney balances by m- m((b t 9) uc(c, 1-u, g)). Hence, an
increase in the natural unemployment rate or the level of public spending
and a reduction in the world real interest or the foreign-exchange incre-
ment to wealth mean less scope for private sector consumption and there-
fore a higher marginal utility of wealth and less holdings of real money
balances. The net effect of an increase in the world real interest rate on
money balances is ambiguous, because the increase in interest-income from
abroad permits more consumption, reduces the marginal utility of consump-
tion and thus increases real money balences, yet when there is some capi-
tal mobility the home interest rate rises via (2.13) and therefore real
money balances fall. An increase in monetary growth raises the nominal
interest rate and therefore reduces real money balances. The comparative
statics are summarized in Table 1. Note that, in contrast to Turnovsky
(1985), an increase in public spending has no long-run effect on employ-
ment and output and is fully off-set by a reduction in consumption. Simi-
larly, e decrease in the foreign real interest rate has no long-run effect
.
on employment and output but reduces income from abroad ( provided 2b )~
and thus b is not too negative) and diminishes consumption. These results
are due to the assumption of an inelastic labour supply.
2.4. Transient properties
The reduced-form of the model with PPP and LME can be written as:
. w r
s- m[9 - ocb -(v'(m)~u) t r - p], m(0) - free, (2.13)
M A A M
b- f(.L(w)) t (r - p)b t d- c(u.~(w),g) - g. bÍ0) - BO ~PO
(2.14)11
. x s
u- u[b t ab -( r - p)], u(0) - free
and
(2.15)
w - f'(1-un). (2.16)
Equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) describe the dynamics of inflation,
the current account and consumption, respectively. With NWR the LME-condi-
tion is replaced by
ó - D~LB - n - ~(1-,L(m~ë) ) ]. á(~) - Y~ (2.16' )
and either n- 8 or
. . r
n - ~[ab ` (v~(m)~u) - n - (r - p )], (2.17}
where the initial jump in n is given by n(0) - n(0-) -~ log[m(0-)~m(0)]
and the real wage is given by w- m~~r. With NWF2 m(the price level) and N
are forward-looking variables and ~r (c.q. the nominal wage) and n are
backward-looking variables, even though n is a non-predetermined variable.
Hence the perfect-foresight model with PPP and NWR has to have two un-
stable eigenvalues in order to satisfy the saddlepoint property (e.g.,
Buiter, 1984). With RWR (2.16) is replaced by
w- w[~(1-,~(w) )- T1 log(w~wd) ]. w(~) - w0. (2.16" )
where the real wage is assumed to be predetermined. The saddlepoínt
property for this version of the model also requires two stable and tvo
unstable eigenvalues. The analysis of perfect-foresight solutions under
NWR is cumbersome, but numerical simulations are discussed in Section 4.
An analytical discussion of the dynamic behaviour oF the model with PPP
and LME or with PPP and RWR is feasible and follows below.
Linearization around the steady state of equations (2.13) -
(2.15) yields:12
m -mv " ~u -am mv'~u2 m- m m- m
. .
b - 0 r - p -x b- b - J b- b
u o ~u o u-v. v.-u
(2.18)
~ r
1]le econo'y is locally unstable, since trace (J) - r - p - mv " ~x ~ 0.
Because det(J) --av " m x~ 0, the product of the eigenvalues is positive
and therefore there are two unstable and one stable eigenvalues. These are
associated with the forward-looking variables, m and v., and the backward-
looking variable b, respectively. Under LME the wage is constant, w-
f'(1-un), and under RWR the wage is uneffected by monetary or fiscal poli-
cies or foreign events and tends to f'(1-u). With PPP there is therefore
no essential difference between LME and RWR. However, when there is imper-
fect substitution between home and foreign goods, a wedge can be driven
between the producers' and consumers' real wage, policy is non-neutral and
RWR differs fron LME in an interesting way (see Section 3).
T'he case of zero capital mobility (a~) leads to no net holdings of
foreign assets (b-0), so that (2.18) becomes
m- m[b t 9- v'(m)~u(g.d,un)], m(0) - free, (2.19)
where x(.) follows from f(1-un) - c(u, 1- un, g) t g- d(so that ug -
ucg - ucc () 0), ud - ucc ( 0 and xun --ucc f' - uc~ () 0)). Since ~m~~m
--mv " ~u ~ 0(evaluated at the equilibrium), m immediately jumps to its
new equilibrium value unless there are anticipated shocks. Fig. 1 shows
the effects when there is an announcement about a future change in policy,
say a monetary disinflation, a cut in government spending, an oil dis-
covery or a reduction in the natural rate of unemployment. The anticipated
excess supply of goods leads to an immediate fall in the price level and
an associated increase in real liquidity ( E ~ A). This leads to less in-
flation and therefore to further increases in real liquidity (A' ~ B). At
the time of implementation ( B) no jump in real money balances is required,
sínce the economy has already discounted this news.13
Fig. 1: Anticipated policy in a model with PPP, LME and ZCM
~ r
,~.4 1~,r I E r
. r ~
R ~ ~
Under perfect capital mobility (ac-0), (2.3) and (2.15) give rise to un-
N
covered interest parity, r t e- r, and a flat consumption profile, u- N
where u follows from (2.10') and the initial debt, bo. Note that u depends
on the initial level of the public debt and the entire path of present and
future government spending levels: b(0) - f[c(u, 1-un, g) t g- f(1-un) -
0
d] exp(-bt)dt. It follows that (2.14) reduces to m- m[b t 9 - v'(m)~u],
which has the same properties as (2.19). Turnovsky {1985) discusses the
analytical properties of a model with PPP, LME and general degrees of
capital mobility.
3. Imperfect substitution between home and foreiRn goods
3.1. Two-stage decision problem of the representative household
Section 2 assumed the "law of one price", but here the model is
extended to allow for imperfect substitution between home and foreign
goods. This is essential for the discussion of issues such as real-ex-
change-rate overshooting (Dornbusch, 1976). Also, with RWR it allows de-
mand-side policies to have a long-run effect on employment and output
through the wedge between the producers' real wage and the consumers' real
wage. The household's decision problem is split up in two stages. In the14
first stage it decides on its aggregate consumption, savings and portfolio
decisions and in the second stage it decides how to divide aggregate con-
sumption into consumption of home goods and consumption of foreign goods.
Denote real consumption and liquidity when deflated with the consumers'
príce index, say Pc, by c' ~ C~Pc and m' ~ M~Pc, respectively, and when
deflated with the producers' price index by c and m, respectively. Instan-
taneaus utility is now given by u(c',.C,g) t v(m') and the HBC is as be-
for.e.
.
Stage I yields uc, - H PcIP. éK - u- v'(m')(P~Pc) - Pu -(r-p)N -
(r -pte-ab)u and the usual transversality condition, so that c' -
c(J~.Pc~P,.l,g) and m' - m(ru Pc~P). Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are as before.
In stage II the household maximizes U(cd, cm) subject to the static budget
M
constraint, Pcd t P E cm - Pc c' - Pc or cd 4 vcm - c, where cd and cm
denote the household's consumption of home goods and of foreign goods,
.
respectively, and v f P E~P. The sub-utility function, U(.), is assumed to
be homogeneous of degree one. The household sets the marginal rate of
substitution between home and foreign goods equal to the real exchange
rate, Uc ~Uc - v. This yields cm - ~(v) c, ~' ( 0 and cd -[1 - v~(v)]
m d
c. It follows from the indirect utility function that the ideal definition
of the cost-of-living index is given by2)
Pc~P - 1~U(1-v~(v),~(v)) ~ 4(v), 4' ~ 0. (3.1)
For example, if the sub-utility function is Cobb-Douglas, say U(.) -
(cd~M)~ (cm~(1-Il))1-~. then ~(v) - (1-ó)~L. 4(L) -
L1-ë and Pc -
b A M
Py(P E)1-~. Exports are given by cm - 4(v-1) c, where foreign aggregate
consumption, c, is treated as exogenous in a small open economy. A real
appreciation of the exchange rate reduces the relative price of imported
goods and therefore reduces the cost-of-living index. It also increases
imports and reduces exports.
3.2. Structure of the economy
The goods market equilibrium condition can be written as
f(~) -cd.g.cm-ctgt cm-vcm. (3.2)15
Upon substitution of (3.2) into (2.10), one obtains
b- Icm - vcmJ
.(r~ t e- p)b ~ vá~. (3.3)
so that the current account, i.e. the balance of trade plus current trans-
fers, gives the increase ín foreign assets. Obviously, this holds only for
floating exchange rates.
The complete model with imperfect substitution between home and
foreign goods can now be summarized by:
s
b - (r } e - r)~~. (2.3)
u - [b - (r-p)] H. K(0) - free,
m - m(9-p), m(0) - free,
T- g t(r-p) a- 8m,
f(~(w)) - C1 - v~(v)] C t g}~~(-v-1) c~.
b-~M(v-1)
c~ - L~(v) c t(rN - P t e) b t vd~.
c- 4(v) c(1Jl i~(v) ,~(w) . B) .
m - Q(v) m(rk4(v)),
, M
v~v - p t e- P.
Pc - P ; CQ'(v) U~Q(v)J










w~w 4 P-~(1-~(w)) ~ rt (2.8')
with rt- 9 or n-~(pc - rr), ~) 0 for the case of NWR or16
W~~w~ ~ Wlw ' P- Pc -~(1-~(w)) - Il loB(wc~wd) . w~(o) - w~. (3.8)
where wc ~ W~Pc, for the case of RWR. These 11 (12) equations can be
solved for the 11 (or 12) endogenous variables, viz. c, m, b, ~, r, e, p,
c c -
p, v, w(n or w), and t given the exogenous variables, viz. g, 8, a, u,
. . . r n
b, r, p, c, and d.
Upon substitution of (3.4) into (3.1), one can solve for the real
exchange rate that clears the goods market:
:
v- V(u. B. c, w). (3.9)
An increase in public spending, foreign demand or the wage and a reduction
in the marginal value of wealth induce an excess demand for goods, which
is choked ofN by an appreciation of the real exchange rate (V~ ~ 0, Vi C
0, i- g, c, w). Upon substitution of (2.3), (3.5) and (3.9) into (3.6),
one can solve for inflation:
P
. .
v'(m Q(V(.)) V(') (P 4 ab - r)- bk Vu - ww Vw
- ll Q(V( )) ~ 14 V~ t V( )
w w ~
' W(m, b, u, w, w, g, c. r - P ), (3.10)
where w; w~w. The case of LME corresponds to w- f'(1-u ) and w- 0. n
The case of NWR corresponds to w- m~y and w- Q(1-~(m~y)) 4 8- p, so
that (3.10) can upon substitution be rewritten as
w R w
P- W(m, b. Y., á, ~. B. c, r - P ).
The case of RWR corresponds to w- wc 4(V(.)) ~ w(u, wc, g, c~) and
(3.10')




; w(m, b, K. wc. P, B. c~. r~ - Pi),17
which can together with (3.10) be solved to give
M f ~
P- Y(m. b. u. wc. g, c, r - P )
and
4 11 11
~-~(m. b, u, wc. g, c, r - P ).
(3.10" )
t3.11)
It follows that the state-space model of this economy can be
written as:
m - m(9-p), m(0) - free, (3.12)
b- f(~(w)) - 4(V(.)) c(u52(V(.)). ~(w).g) - g 4 V(.) d~
t [ab . (v'(~(V(.)))1u52(V(.))) - P7 b. (3.13)
u- uC~ ; P-(~'(~(v(.)))~u4(V(.)))], u(G? - free (3.14)
w ~ r
and either w- f'(1-un) and p- Y(m, b, u, w, o, g, c, r - p) for the
case of LME, or w- m~~r, (3.10') and
x - -a~ 0(1-,L(m~~)). r(o) - aro (3.15)
for the case of NWR (and n- 9), or w- w(.), (3.10 ") and
wc - wcC~(1-.~(w(u. wc, g, c~))) -~t log(wclwd)~, wc(0) - w~ (3.16)
. .
for the case of RWR. Since b(0) - BO v(0)~PO and the real exchange rate is
free to jump at time zero under NWR or LME, b(0) is free to jump. Under
RWR the real consumers' wage, wc - w~Q(v), is predetermined. Buiter and
Miller (1982) assumed a constant mark-up pricing equation, w- w, instead
of a labour demand equation, ~-,~(w), so that in their case v(and b)
must be predetermined. IF the labour demand has a very high wage elastici-
ty, then v(and b) are likely to be predetermined. However, in general one18
cannot rule out the possibility that both w(and ~) and v are',-ze to jump
in such a way as to keep wc(0) - wp.
3.3. 'I'ransient and steady-state properties
The L~iE-version has two forward-looking state variables, m and u.
and one backward-loaking state vsriable, b, hence requires two unstable
and one stable eigenvalues for the saddlepoint property to be satisfied.
The NWR-version or the RWR-version with high elasticities of the demand
for labour with respect to the wage has two forward-looking variables, m
and H, and two backward-looking variables, b and y{for NWR) or wc (for
RWR), hence requires two unstable and two stable eigenvalues. If the RWR
system has three unstable eigenvalues and one stable eigenvalue, then m, k
and v are forward-looking variables and (b~v) is a backward-looking vari-
able.
The steady-state properties of the monetary side of the imperfect-
substitution model are the same as that of the PPP model, that is pc - p-
n- 8, e- 9- pM, r - p- S and b-(b~ -~)~(ita). In the long run de-
mand-side policies have no real effects for the cases of LME and NWR,
hence Z- 1-un and w- f'(1-un). However, for the case of RWR fiscal
policy is non-neutral in the long run (cf. van de Klundert, i982). This
can be seen from the long-run aggregate supply schedule,
wc - wd exPCA(1-Z)~Tt~ - f'(z)~Q(v). (3.17)
.
which is drawn in Fig. 2(b). It is upward-sloping in (P~P E) -.~ space,
because an appreciation of the real exchange rate reduces the relative
price of foreign goods, increases the real income of consumers, diminishes
the wedge between the consumers' and producers' real wage, and therefore
increases employment (Pc~P,~, wcT, ZT, w.~). Obviously, for LME or NWR the
long-run aggregate supply schedule is vertical ( see Fig. 2(a)). The long-
run aggregate demand schedule is given by
v- ~(uc~(c~Q(v). z. g)~4(v).B. c~. f'íz))
~ ~(z. e. rM - pw. c., dM). (3.18)19
Fig. 2: Effects of an increase in public spending, foreign consumption or
the foreign real interest rate or of a permanent foreign-exchange
increment in wealth on the steady state of the imperfect-substitu-
tion model.
(a) LME or NWR ( b) Ri~i4i
;~)
since the long-run level of consumption that ensures current-account equi-
librium is given by c- f(Z) t(rw - pw)(rw - p~ -~)(l.oc)-1 t vdw-g. The
AD-schedule is downward-sloping (V~ ) 0), because a reduction in the rela-
tive price of home goods increases exports and aggregate demand given that
the marginal propensity to consume out of income from production, 1-v~(v),
is less than unity. An increase in public spending or foreign consumption
increases aggregate demand and shifts out the AD-schedule (Vi ( 0, i-
w
g,c ). An increase in the foreign real interest rate or a foreign-exchange
increment to wealth means the economy can sustain a higher level of aggre-
gate consumption without suffering a loss in foreign reserves, hence the
w w w
AD-schedule shifts out (Vi ~ 0, i- r - p, d).
Intersection of the long-run AD- and AS-schedules gives Z- 1-un
for LME or NWR and
Z- 1- u(B. cw. rw - Pw dw, wd. n') (3.20)20
for RWR. It follows that with RWR there is no unique equilibrium rate of
unemployment, for fiscal policy, foreign events and incomes policy affect
long-run (or natural) levels of employment and output. Fiscal expansion is
effective in the long run under RWR, because it requires an appreciation
of the real exchange rate (in order to ensure GME) which in turn reduces
the wedge between the consumers' and producers' real wage and therefore
increases employment.
4. Numerical simulations
The production function is assumed to be the Cobb-Douglas type,
say f(~i) - E~CS, 0~ p~ 1, so that the labour-demand curve is given by
1~(1-p)
~(w) ~(Eg~w) . This gives rsther high wage elasticities in the
labour demand equation, -( 1-p)-1, hence we also considered a CES produc-
tion function, f(.L) -~(1-p) ep,l-~ r p~.p~l~p. This has an approximate
wage elasticity of -(1-s)-1 ( 1-p)-1, which is low for low elasticities of
substitution between labour and the fixed factor. The excess demand for
labour term is assumed to be logarithmic. say ~(u) -(80 log(un~u), so that
~(u) ~ m as u~ 0. Cobb-Douglas utility functions are assumed, so that
3
u(c'. ~. B) - ál log(c')ty2 log(1-~) ' ë3 log(g). D~i z 0, E yi - 1 and
i-1
U(cd, cm) -(cd~~)~ (cm~(1-y)1-~. This implies that c - yl~u, cd -~r c,
~(vj -(1-~r)~v and 4(v) - vl-~. Money demand follows from a CES utility
1-~r
function, say v(m') -~4m' 5~(1-y5), where 0~~r5 ( 1, so that m-
-1~x5 (1-~)(à'5-1)~x5
(rk~~r4) v . The CES specification allows for a non-
unitary elasticity of the demand for money with respect to the interest
rate.
The numerical values of the parameters, exogenous variables and
initial conditions are presented in Table 2. It would be possible to ex-
periment and investigate the robustness of the results with respect to a
wide range of plausible parameter values in a systematic manner along the
lines of Camilleri, et. al. (1984), but this is left as a matter for fur-
ther research. Instead, attention is focussed on a number of key alterna-
tive specification. We can distinguish between (i) PPP and imperfect sub-
stitution, (ii) LME, NWR and RWR, or (iii) high and low degrees of capital21
mobility, which gives 12 variants of the model. A multiple shooting algo-
rithm (Lipton et. al., 1982) based on routine DDQ3 of the Culham Laborato-
ry is used to solve the model (England, 1976).
Table 2: Values of parameters, exogenous variables and initial conditions
PARAMETERS
e- 1.0, p- 0,75 ~0 - 0.005, g- 1.0, n- 0 or 2, supply-side parameters
w
b - 0.05. ~1 - 0.5. ~2 - 0.3. ~3 - 0.2. ~ - 0.75. x - 0.975.
~4 - 0.05, y5 - 2.0, demand-side parameters
~- 0.1 or 1.0, high or low degree of capital mobility
EXOGE.VOUS VARIABLES
un - 0.05, wd - 0.76, supply-side policies
g- 0.2, 8 - 0.1, demand-side policies
r r w w




~- 1.066, for the case of NWR
0
w0 - w0, for the case of RWRzz
4.1. Monetary disinflation
Under labour market equilibrium (LME) a change in the monetary
growth rate (9) has no effect on real variables such as production, con-
sumption, employment and international trade (cf. Turnovsky, 1985). There
will be an instantsneous ju~p towards the new long-run equilibrium value
of real cash balances. In our numerical examples a decline in the monetary
growth rate from lOx to 8X will lead to an increase of real money balances
by 7.4x. Such an increase is caused by a discrete appreciation of the
nominal exchange rate. The domestic nominal rate of interest falls two
percentage points. Therefore, if the inflation in domestic prices corre-
sponds to monetary growth (p-9). the real rate of interest remains un-
changed. To maintain portfolio equilibrium there must be a permanent rate
of appreciation of the nominal exchange rate of two percent.
In the case of RWR, the same results apply irrespective of whether
the foreign good is a perfect or an imperfect substitute for the domestic
good. Nominal wages adapt without friction to the price level. The nominal
wage rate acts as a jump variable. Relative prices can therefore stay at
their equilibrium level. A change in monetary growth does not affect the
real exchange rate and therefore neither the wedge between consumers' and
producers' prices.
Things are different under NWR as the nominal wage rate is prede-
termined in this case. The results of a monetary disinflation of two per-
centage points are presented in Table 3. The model specification now mat-
ters. The outcomes depend on whether goods are imperfect or perfect sub-
stitutes. There is also some influence of the specification with regard to
inflation expectations. This latter variant is only presented for the PPP
case. The models exhibit saddlepoint stability. The long-run results are
the same as under LME and RWR. In the numerical examples these results are
approximated at period t-100. On impact of a monetary disinflation there
is unemployment caused by an increase in the real vage rate. This leads to
e reduction of real wealth, which induces households to consume less. As
time passes nominal wages gradually adjust to the lower price level and
unemployment declines. Long-run equilibrium is attained eventually.
Let us now turn to the model-specific results of a monetary disin-
f'lation. Focussing first on the PPP-models it appears from Table 3 that23
the case of adaptive expectations with regard to core inflation (n) exhi-
bits a faster adjustment towards the long-run equilibrium. This is what
should be expected. Moreover, it can be observed that the impact at t-0 is
somewhat larger in this case too. T~rning to the balance of payments we
see in both variants that consumption declines less than output at first,
implying a deficit on the current account. It pays to borrow abroad, be-
cause the appreciation of the exchange rate exceeds the fall of the domes-
tic interest rate. However, in the course of time debt accumulates and
consumption must be pushed downward to service debt and repay the loans.
As observed above, in the long run there are no effects on real variables
such as consumption and output.
Shifting attention towards the case of imperfect substitution
between the domestic and the foreign good we observe no changes in the
foreign account. In this model a fall in output implies thaT. consumption
and exports of the domestic good are reduced. With total demand abroad
given, there will be an improvement of the terms oF trade of the domestic
economy. In our Cobb-Douglas example the change in the terms of trade just
matches the decline in total consumption. As a result the volume of im-
ports will not change and there will be no effect on the current account.
It should be noted that the impact (at t-0) on employment is less in this
model than in the PPP-versions. The real appreciation of the exchange rate
implies that there is a wedge between the consumer príce index (Pc} and
the producers' price (P). The jump in v leads to a fall in Pc exceeding
the decline in P. Real cash balances in terms oF consumption goods may
rise to the same extent in both models. This implies a smaller jump in
terms of output for the case of imperfect substitution, because of the
wedge referred to above.
It is interesting to observe the percentage changes in the nominai
exchange rate. From Table 3 one can see that for all three variants the
nominal exchange rate appreciates by 7.4x in the long run. The jump appre-
ciation on impact with imperfect substitution is 9.2X. (This result is
obtained by substracting v from m.) As may be expected Che nominal ex-
change rate overshoots its long-run value in this case (cf. Dornbusch,
1976; Dornbusch, 1980, Chapter 12; Corden, 1981; Buiter and Miller, 1982).Table 3: Monetery dlslnfletlon (8 . 0.8); Nosinel Wwge Rlgfdlty (NNR).
Model ;PPP; e adeptlve
Per[od; 0 1 2
Verieble
3
PPP; n . B Lcerfect Substitution; n . B
4 5 l0 100 ; 0 1 z 3 4 5 10 100; 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 loo
~ ~ 3.7 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.7 5.0 6.6 7.4 ; 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.7 4.8 7.4; 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 4.6 7.0
r I 3.7 1.1 1.5 1.1 0.8 0.6 o.t o ; 3.o z.4 z.1 t.8 I.6 1.5 1.0 0; 1.9 t.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.0 0
c(cd) ~-5.8 -5.1 -4.6 -4.t -3.6 -3.0 -t.0 0 ~ -7.0 -6.9 -6.7 -6.3 -6.0 -5.6 -4.0 0 ;-7.2 -6.7 -6.3 -5.9 -5.4 -S.z -3.6 0
b ; o -3.8 -5.1 -5.6 -5.6 -5.3 -z.8 0 ; o -z.1 -3.z -3-7 -3.9 -3-9 -3.t 0 ; o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
~ ~-1.5 -4.6 -5.9 -4.4 -3.4 -z.5 -0.2 0 ;-t2.i -9.8 -8.z -7.2 -6.4 -5.8 -3.9 0 ;-7.5 -7.0 -6.6 -6.2 -5.8 -5.4 -3.8 0
Y(c.) , ~ I-1.2 -6.7 -6.3 -5.9 -5.4 -5.2 -3.6 0
Percentege devfetfon (exceDt 6, for rhích it is 100 tf.es the ebsolute devíetíon).
Tsble 4: Píscel con[r.ction (g . 0.1).
Model ;PPP; NYR n , g
; Lperfect Substltution; NMR n. 9 ; Lperfect Substitution; RMR
i
~ ~ i Perlod ', 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100 ~0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100 ~ 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 30 ~
Verleble;
2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 4.4 6.4; 2.3 z.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 S.z 8.0~ 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
z.8 z.3 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.3 o.B o; z.z 2.1 1.9 i.B 1.7 1.6 1.1 0; 1.6 1.5 l.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
6.6 6.7 6.9 7.3 7.7 8.0 9.7 13.1~ 4.7 5.z 5-7 6.2 6.6 7.1 9.0 13.1; 6.9 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 o -2.0 -2.9 -3.4 -3.5 -3.5 -z.7 0~ o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-11.z -9.0 -7.6 -6.6 -5.8 -S.z -3.3 0 ;-8.8 -8.3 -7.8 -7.3 -6.8 -6.3 -4.4 0 ;-6.5 -6.2 -6.1 -6.1 -6.1 -6.1 -6.1 -6.1
~ 4.7 5.2 5.7 6.2 6.6 7.1 9.0 13.1; 6.9 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.325
The results of this section are consistent with Casas (1975), Argy
and Salop (1977), and Sachs (1980), who find that monetary policy under
perfect capital mobility and flexible exchange rates is ineffective (ef-
fective) when there is real (nominal) wage rigidity.
4.2. Fiscal contraction
A change in government expenditure leads to an instantaneous and
complete crowding out of private consumption when there is LME. A Fall in
government spending from 0.2 to 0.1 increases consumption by 13.1 x. This
result is obtained by an instantaneous appreciation of the nominal ex-
change rate (E). The conclusion is also true for real wage rigidity (RWR)
and purchasing power parity (PPP), but does not apply to RWR with imper-
fect substitution between home goods and foreign goods. As shown in Tab1e
4, last panel, a decline in government expenditure induces a deteríoration
of the terms of trade of the domestic economy, because the value of ex-
ports must increase. Even if the nomínal wage rate adjusts immediately to
the change in the consumption price level there would be unemployment,
because the producers' price declines by more. To restore full employment
a gradual fall of the consumption wage rate (wc) would be necessary. How-
ever, our model has the feature that the desired long-run target for the
real consumption wage (wd) is fixed at the initial level. This prevents a
sufficient decline of real wages, which leads to a sustained higher level
of unemployment, as can be observed from Table 4(see also Section 2.2.).
Unemployment increases by almost 6 percentage points (u - 0.108 in the new
steady state). It appears that by t-4 the economy is within Iz oF its
long-run equilibrium, which is of course related to our choice of the
error-correction parameter (~,-2).
Under the regime of nominal wage rigidity (NWR) real wages in-
crease at the impact of a deflationary cut in government expenditure. This
results of course in unemployment. As nominal wages gradually adjust to
the lower price level full employment is eventually restored. The situa-
tion with regard to the current account is qualitatively similiar to the
case of a monetary disinflation, discussed in Section 4.1. In the PPP-
model total absorption initially exceeds output, which leads to a deficit
on current account. Interest payments and repayment of debt necessitate an26
excess of output over total absorption in later periods. At First ít pays
to borrow abroad because the appreciation of the exchange rate makes
foreign capital comparatively cheaper despite a fall in the domestic nomi-
nal rate of interest.
With imperfect substitution between the domestic and the foreign
good and tIWR. there will be again no change in the current account. An
increase in the denand for the foreign good (imports) is choked off by a
deterioriation of the terms of trade. F~cports rise and on balance there
will be no change in the trade balance in our numerical eaample. The de-
terioriation of the terms of trade or real exchange rate depreciation
explains the difference in outcomes with respect to real cash balances (m)
in both models under NWR. However. there are several causes which must be




On impact m is lower for the case of imperfect substitution mainly because
the volume of consumption increases less compared with PPP. The long-run
difference can be attributed to the real exchange depreciation in case of
imperfect substitution leading to a relatively higher value of m. In other
words: real cash balances in terms of consumption goods are the same in
both models in the long run. However, under imperfect substitution the
ronsumption price falls less than the output price. Real cash balances in
terms of domestic output should therefore be higher.
One can see from Table 4 that with NWR fiscal policy has no long-
run effects on employment and output whilst with RWR fiscal policy can
affect real variables (via the wedge between the consumers' and producers'
wage induced by changes in the real exchange rate). Again, for the case of
perfect capital mobility and flexible exchange rates, these results are
consistent with the findings of Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1977), and
Sachs (1980).
4.3. Supply-side policy
In this section we discuss the results of an increase in the na-
tural rate of unemployment from 5x to 6x. When there is labour market27
equilibrium (LME) this leads to an instantaneous rise of the price level
sufficient to clear the labour market at the higher natural rate. Employ-
ment falls by lz and in our numerical examples consumption declines also
by about 1X.
The outcomes in situations of labour market rigidity are presented
in Table 5a for the PPP-version and in Table 5b for the case of imperfecr
substitution between domestic and foreign goods. With PPP and NWR an up-
ward jump in prices implies an initial fall of real wages. As a result the
labour market gap (excess demand) íncreases and nominal vages will rise
subsequently. Employment declines and the balance between the supply of
labour and the demand for labour is eventually restored. The volume of
consumption declines gradually, but it is naw alvantageous to postpone
consumption to a certain extent by lending to the rest of the world at
first. The depreciation of the domestic currency makes foreign investment
relatively more profitable. The long-run results correspond of course to
the outcomes in case of LME. If there is real wage inertia (RWR) but no
error-correction mechanism à la Sargan (n-0), the picture is basically the
same as can be observed from Table 5a. Adjustment towards the new long-run
equilibrium is somewhat faster in this variant, because the real wage rate
starts moving in the right direction as excess demand for labour emerges
on impact of a negative supply shock. Turning to RWR with an error-correc-
tion mechanism in operation (~,-2) and a desired long-run real wage fixed
at the initial steady state level, we see only minor changes. The new
steady real wage is slightly above the initial value. As observed in
Section 2.2 the NAIRU then lies below the natural rate of unemployment.
A comparison of Table 5a and Table 5b shows that the resuíts under
imperfect substitution are roughly similar to those under purchasing pnwer
parity. There are, however, two exceptions worth mentioning. First. as in
the examples studied above there is no effect on the current account. The
decline in exports is compensated for by an.improvement in the terms of
trade of the home country. There is no change in the volume of imports.
Second, real cash balances now rise on impact of the supply shock, as can
be seen from Table 5b. The nominal exchange rate first depreciates and
then appreciates. This overshooting phenomenon is most clearly visible
with RWR (second panel of Table 5b). It is connected with the ultimateTable 5e: Supply-afde pollcy (un ~ 0.06); PPP-vereiona.
Model iMni; rt. B ~H4R; R~ 0 iRMR; II~ 2
i
; i ~ 1-
Period; 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100; 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100 ~ 0 1.. 100
Verleble
. ;-0.1 -o.t -o.l -o.l -o.z -o.z -0.3 -0.5;-o.z -o.z -O.z -0.3 -0.3 -0.3
r ;-0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3; 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
c ;-0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.5 -0.7 -l.0;-0.5 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6 -0.7 -0.7
b ; 0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0; o 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
~ ; 0.4 -o.l -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6 -1.0; o -0.3 -0.5 -0.7 -o.B -0.9
Teble 5b: Supply-side pollcy (un-0.06); I.perfect .ubetitution.
Model ;HMR; rt. B ;RMR; q~ 0
-0.4 -0.5~-0.1 -0.1 .. -0.1
0.3 0.3;.0.0 .o.o .. .0.0
-0.9 -1.0;-0.1 -0.1 .. -0.2
o.z o; o o .. o
-l.o -1.1; o -0.2 .. -o.z
;RMR; q . 2
Period; 0 1 2 j 4 5 10 100; 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100; 0 1.. 100
Varieble
. ;.0.0 -0.0 -0.1 -O.t -0.2 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6; 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -0,6;.0.0 -0.1 .. -0.1
r ;.0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3; 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3; 0 .0.0 .. .0.0
clcd) ;-0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.0~ 0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0; 0 -0.1 .. -0.1
b ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0
~ ;-o.t -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.7 -1.1; 0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.9 -1.1; 0 -0.1 .. -0.1
n(c~.) ;-0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.0; o -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0; 0 -0.1 .. -o.l
t ~ ~ ~
r ; ; o 0.1 o.z o.z o.3 0.3 0.4 0.5; o .o.o .. .0.029
increase in the price level necessary to choke off demand, which is grea-
ter under imperfect substitution than under purchasing power parity. In
the former case consumers should be prevented to spend more, because the
terms of trade improve under the impact of a rightward shift of the Phil-
lips curve.
4.4. Foreign disturbances
Foreign disturbances relate to changes in the nominal interest
rate and the inflation rate in the rest of the world. Given the symmetry
with which both foreign variables impinge on the domestic economy, it will
suffice to consider changes in the nominal rate of interest. The results
M
of an increase in the nominal interest rate abroad (r ) from 15X to 16z
are presented in Table 6a (for the PPP-versions) and Table 6b (For the
case of imperfect substitution between domestic and foreign goods). As
shown in Section 2.3 a rise in the foreign interest rate leads to an in-
crease in the stock of traded bonds or foreign assets (b). In our numeri-
cal example the volume of the stock of foreign assets increases from 0 to
0.1 in the new steady state. To accumulate these assets consumption must
be reduced in first instance. However, as interest accrues in the course
of time consumption can be increased again. In the long-run equilibrium
consumption rises by 0.8X as shown in Table 6a and Table 6b for t-100.
Therefore, whatever model specification applies the situation can be char-
acterised by the French saying: "reculer pour mieux sauter".3)
Developments in the labour market and changes in the terms of
trade interfere with the process of accumulation referred to above. Let us
start with the PPP-model. The results for labour market equilibríum (LME)
are given in the last panel of Table 6a. As can be seen the accumulation
of foreign assets requires a substantial fall in consumption over the
first few periods of the time path considered. On impact of the change i.n
the foreign rate of interest the domestic currency depreciates instantane-
ously, which is reflected in a decline of real cash balances at t-0.
Thereafter, the domestic currency appreciates gradually iintil in the new
steady state the real cash balances are increased by 0.4X. The outco~es
under real wage rigidity and PPP are the same as under LME. The nominal'Peble 6e: Forefgn dfyturbance (r ~ 0.16): PPP-versfons.
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Teble 6b: Forelgn dlsturbence (r. ~ 0.16): Lpertect subetitutlon.
Model ;NWR; n. B ;RMR; 9. 0
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wage rate adjusts without delay to the price level in this specification
of the model.
Under NWR and PPP the situation differs because a rise in the
price level now leads to an instantaneous fall in real wages as can be
seen from Table 6s. Employment and output increase, which allows for a
faster accumulation of foreign assets while mitigating the decline in
consumption compared with LME and RWR. As time passes the nominal wage
rate adjusts to the price level and overemployment is reduced. As can be
observed the adjustment process is cyclical. Here again, adaptive expecta-
tion with regard to core inFlation imply a faster response than fixed
expectation (rt - 8).
Under imperfect substitution account must be tak~ of changes in
the terms of trade. Focussing on the case of Iabour market equiLibrium
(LME, Table 6b, last panel) the terms-of-trade effect can be traced most
clearly. An increase in the foreign rate of interest induces an instanta-
neous real exchange rate depreciation, i.e. the terms of trade deterío-
rate. As a result the decline in consumption is less up to period t- 4
and the accumulation of foreign assets is retarded in comparison with LME
under PPP (Table 6a). The long-run results for consumption and the stock
of traded bonds are equal under perfect and imperfect substitution between
goods. Zn the new steady state the terms of trade improve by 2.4x.
With nominal wage rigidity (Table 6b, first panel) there is in
this case also an instantaneous fall of the real wage and a corresponding
increase in employment, but the quantitative effects are much smaller than
under PPP. These results relate of course to the deterioration of the
terms of trade. It should be observed that there is no influence on the
accumulation of traded bonds. Indeed, the outcome with respect to b is the
same irrespective of the functioning of the labour market. This is in line
with our earlier finding that changes in the terms of trade are offset by
opposite changes in the volume of trade given the specification of the
model equations. The terms of trade deteriorate further at t- 0 in case
of NWR compared with LME, because the additional output requires a larger
volume of exports.
The situatíon with real wage rigidity without an error-correction
mechanism (RWR with n- 0) is to a certain extent the mirror image of the
NWR-variant. On impact the real wage rate in terms of output rises and32
employment declines correspondingly. The real wage in terms of the compo-
site consumption good remains the same. The rise in nominal wages there-
fore exceeds the increae in the domestic price level. The terms of trade
deteriorate less as the potential for exports is reduced. The process of
adjustment towards a full employment equilibrium follows a cyclical pat-
tern in this case too.
4.5. Anticipated resource discovery: Dutch Disease
An anticipated resource discovery leads to an instantaneous in-
crease in real wealth. This induces additional consumption. As a conse-
quence the current account deteriorates until the new resources become
available. There- after foreign debt is repaid gradually. These and fur-
ther effects of an anticipated real foreign-exchange increment in wealth
r
(d -0.1) are presented in Table ~a (PPP) and Table ~b (Imperfect substitu-
tion). Note that there need be no clear connection between the current
account and the nominal exchange rate in the announcement period (cf.,
Dornbusch and Fischer, 1980), since Table 7a shows that in that period
current-account deficits are associated with an appreciating nominal ex-
change rate.
Under PPP with NWR the discovery of resources gives rise to an
appreciation of the domestic currency on impact of the news. However, as
the interest rate increases a temporary depreciation of the currency is
necessary to choke off foreign capital. The movement of prices and wages
causes fluctuations in employment. Initially the price level falls imply-
ing a rise in the real wage rate under NWR. Employment declines, inducing
a fall in nominal wages. The demand for labour increases. From t-3 onward
prices decline again and unemployment reappears. In the long run the la-
bour market is in equilibrium again and so is the balance of payments.
Consumption has increased by 13.iz, whereas the rate of appreciation
amounts to 6.4X. These figures correspond exactly to the results of an
increase in government expenditure of the same magnitude as the increase
in resources (see Table 4). As shown in the last panel of Table 7a RWR
corresponds to LME under PPP. The real wage does not change but the other
results are in line with those of the NWR-models.Tsble 7e: Anticfpated resource dlscuvery (d - 0.1 et t- 5); PPP-verslona.
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j o 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.9 3.3 6.8In the case of imperfect substitution and LME there is a strong
deterioration of the real exchange rate or terms of trade. Exports decline
pari passu, which shows what is commonly called the Dutch Disease. Con-
sumption increases, but the output for tradeables is squeezed substantial-
ly. The domestic price level rises on impact. Under NWR this implies a
fall of real wages leading to over-eaployment. The corresponding higher
level of output mitigates the pressure on the terms of trade. Under LME
and NWR the price level rises for some time. As with PPP the increase in
the domestic interest rate makes a temporary depreciation of the currency
necessary to choke off foreign capital. Ultimately, the domestic price
level has to fall as real cash balances go up in line with expanded con-
sumption and wealth. Under RWR the wedge between the producers' price and
the consumers' price leads to a substantial positive output effect at the
announcement of a resource discovery. The nominal wage declines pari a p ssu
with the consumers' price, whereas the fall in the producers' price stays
behind. The real wage in terms of domestic output declines and labour
demand and output increase. As a consequence, consumption rises sub-
stantially. In the new steady state the results are of course the same as
in the other models with imperfect substitution.
Previous related literature (such as Eastwood and Venables, 1982;
Neary and van Wijnbergen, ~984) based on Dornbusch-style "overshooting"
models find that the type of shock, combined with a demand lag, considered
above leads to such a large appreciation of the real exchange rate that it
causes unemployment in the announcement period. Our NWR-model with imper-
fect substitution finds the opposite, i.e. excessive employment, because
the real appreciations are dominated in the announcement period by the
rise in the price level and the consequent erosion in the real wage (w).
In the RWR-model overemployment in the announcement period is even more
pronounced as the erosion in the real wage is now caused by a fall of
nominal wages in line with the decline in the consumer price index. In
fact, the long run oF our model predicts the opposite of a Dutch Disease:
in the long run consumption and real money balances rise and employment is
unaffected so that welfare unambiguously increases. It follows that a
realistic story of the Dutch Disease must sllow for at least two sectors
and must allow for a nonlinearity, e.g. "learning by doing", in the trade-
ables sector (cf., van Wijnbergen, 1984). For a more adequate treatment of35
the effects of raw materials (oil) on the economy it is necessary to allow
imports of raw materials to be a factor of production (cf., Bruno and
Sachs, 1985).
4.6. Sensitivity of the results
With lower capital mobility the results of different shocks are
qualitatively the same. The quantitative effects of a change in a depend
on the importance of the current account in the various exercises. If
capital is relatively less mobile, there are higher risks involved and
therefore international lending and borrowing will be more restricted. The
mutations on the current account will be smaller, mitigating the impact of
shocks on the system.
To give an impression of the quantitative effects of capital
mobility, the results of a demand shock (eg --0.1) and oF a foreign dis-
r
turbance (~r - 0.01) for the case of PPP and NWR (n - 8) are presented in
Table 8. The para-meter a is increased from 0.1 to 1. The outcomes in
Table 8 should be compared with those in Tables 4 and 6a, respectively.
With the shock to fiscal policy intermediate foreign borrowing is substan-
tially lower when there is relatively low capítal mobility. However, the
effect on the other variables is attenuated and spread out over a longer
period. In the long run there is no change at all. This is different for
an increase in the foreign interest rate, which now increases the long-run
value of consumption, real cash balances and foreign debt by less (a fac-
tor of ten) than with high capital mobility. As a consequence the impact
effects are also reduced substantially. The foreign disturbance shock is
extreme in the sense that the quantitative effect of a change in capital
mobility is relatively strong. At the other hand there are cases in which
changes in capítal mobility have no effect whatsoever. This relates to all
cases in which the current account is not affected by a shock, which hap-
pens in the imperfect substitution case. This is due to the assumption of
Cobb-Douglas sub-utility functions, which implies that the balance of
trade is always in equilibrium. With a CES sub-utilíty function, the
balance of trade can depend on the real exchange rate. In that case, fis-
cal policy may have larger real effects in the short run with low degrees
of capital mobility (cf., the standard Mundell-Fleming analysis).Table 8: Low capital mobility (a-1); NWR~PPP-model, R- 9
Shock ~Fiscal contraction (~g z -0,1) ;Foreign disturbance (er~ ~ O.U1) ' ~ ~ i
~ ' ~
I ' i
Period ; 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100 i 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 100 ~ ~
Variable ~ ; ~
~ i i
i ~
~ ' I ~ I ~
m ~ 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.4 4.4 6.4 ;-0.5 -0.1 -o.l -0.0 -o.o -o.o o.o 0.04;
; 2.3 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.4 0.9 0 ;-0.5 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 ;
c ~ ' i ; 6.0 6.2 6.7 7.2 7.6 8.1 9.9 13.1 ;-0.6 -0.1 -o.l -0.1 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.08;
b ' 0 -0 4-0 -0 4 0 4 4 ~ '
~ ~ 9.2 7.7 -7.0 -6.5 -6.0 -5.5 -3.6 0 ; 2.1 0.l -0.1 -o.l -0.1 -0.1 -o.i 0 '
~ ' ~
' ' ~
~ . .5 .-. -0. -0.3 0 , 0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ; ~ ~
~- - ~37
When the elasticity of substitution between labour and other fac-
tors of production (say, land) is smaller than one, labour demand is less
sensitive to the real wage and therefore supply shocks will have less
severe effects.
5. Concluding remarks
A perfect-foresight model with micro foundations an, , ~rtemporal
budget constraints for the government and private sector c, iall oper.
economy has been analyzed. The various versions of the models allow for
purchasing power parity or imperfect substitution between home and foreign
goods, nominal or real wage rigidity, and high or low degrees of capital
mobility. The transient and steady-state consequences of a monetary disin-
flation, a fiscal contraction, a worsening of the supply side, an increase
in the world interest rate, and an anticipated discovery of a natural
resource have been analyzed for the various versions of the model.
In future research, it is interesting to extend the model to allow
for capital accumulation, for imported raw materials, for non-tradeable
and tradeable sectors, and for more than one country. It is also important
to use such optimizing models to discuss optimal government policy as they
give a natural definition of a social welfare function. For example, the
government might choose fiscal and monetary policies to maximize the gross
consumers surplus which is the problem of optimal dynamic taxation and the
optimal provision of public goods. Such optimal policies are typically
time inconsistent (Kydland and Prescott, 1977). For instance, a government
might renege and impose a"surprise" inflation tax (Calvo, 1978). Eaton
(1985) has discussed the time inconsistency of optimal exchange rate
management in an overlapping generations economy, but obviously an inte-
resting area for future research is to analyze the time inconsistency of
optimal government policy (and the inefficiency of time-consistent govern-
ment policy) within the context oF a model of a small open economy with
micro foundations.38
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N) We thank Gerard Staarink for implementing the ~ultiple shooting algo-
rithm used in Section 4 of the paper,
~
1) Interest parity is ensured since (when a- 0), r- r t e and e- 9-
N ; r
p yields r- 9- r - p in the long run. This device is important,
because without it the steady-state value of private consumption is not
well defined.
2) Strictly speaking this index should also include the cost of holding
real money balances, but this is for simplicity ignored.
3) In the extreme case of a large initial foreign debt (b(0)C~O), the
~
long-run consumption level may decline as r rises, because the burden
of interest payments may be heavier.i
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